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INTRODUCTION
With gratitude to Hashem, on the occasion of the
Upshernish of our dear son, Chonon 'שיחי, we present
here a short biography of Chonon’s great-grandfather
and namesake, the Chossid Reb Chonon Halevi
Levin A”H.
The biography and anecdotes of Reb Chonon’s
life were translated from a Teshura given at Shmuel
and Chava Levin’s wedding, on Rosh Chodesh
Nissan 5766 (2006); additional details were added
from an article in the Kfar Chabad magazine issue
761.
We also present a translation of an article written
in Yiddish by Reb Chonon, entitled “A night in
Stalingrad,” where he describes his thoughts and
feelings while on patrol one dark night during the
battle at Stalingrad. This article was published in “Di
Yiddishe Heim” in Sivan 5728 (1968).
It is our hope that these stories about an
extraordinary Chossid and devoted soldier in
Hashem’s Army will inspire us to emulate his ways,
and hasten the coming of Moshiach Now!
Itche and Nechomie Zalmanov
יום הבהיר כ"ח סיון תשע"ב
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The letter of the Rebbe MH”M for the Upshernish
of Chonon’s father
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Reb Chonon receiving a dollar from the Rebbe MH”M
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A DEVOTED SOLDIER
A SHORT BIOGRAPHY AND STORIES OF THE CHOSSID
REB CHONON LEVIN

Against the Nazis in Stalingrad and against the
Finns in Finland he fought with bravery, not just
the battles of Russia, but the battles of his fiery
Jewish Neshama against the Communist regime
and the tough commanders of the Red Army.
After leaving Russia, and settling in Paris, he
became a loyal soldier of Tomechei Temimim and
worked for its benefit. Till his last day he fulfilled
his duty as a servant of Hashem, a soldier in the
Rebbe’s Army.
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Recognizing the good and thanking Hashem for
everything He did with him, whether revealed good
or even if the opposite was revealed, these were the
basic traits of the Chossid Reb Chonon Levin A”H.
Throughout his entire life, he always saw
Hashem’s kindness with him. Even in extreme
difficult circumstances during World War II; in bone
chilling weather in the war with Finland; in the
bloodbath of hundreds of thousands of soldiers who
fell defending Stalingrad; even then, he always saw
the good side of the coin, and was able to thank and
praise Hashem for the goodness and kindness he
dealt with him. Also, in the end of his life, when he
lay with great pain on his deathbed, he always
showed a smiling face; and whoever visited him only
heard “Thank G-d for all the good, it could be much
worse G-d forbid;” and he make small his own pain
and interested himself in another’s welfare.
Also when he had to rebuke someone during a
Farbrengen, or any other occasion, it was always
done with a smile and extreme refinement and
gentleness. He never got angry; and according to the
rule “Words that come from the heart, enter the
heart,” his words were always accepted.
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HIS GRANDPARENTS
Zeide Leibel
The Chossid Reb Chaim Yehuda Leib Levin
(“Zeide Leibel”) was a Chassidishe Yid who lived in
Pereiaslav, Ukraine. He was a son and grandson of
Chabad
Chassidim
of
many
generations.
Unfortunately, not much is known about him; we do
know that he was the director and Gabbai of the
Chabad Shul in his town, he ascertained that they
Daven there Nusach Chabad. He would also deliver a
Shiur in Tanya, Chumash and Ein Yaakov. His
grandsons remember the Yud Tes Kislev Farbrengens
held in the Shul.
He had a son named Avrohom, a lot was invested
in this son, in the most difficult times his father
taught him Chumash and Gemara at home, and they
instilled the foundations of Chassidus deep in his
heart. The child grew and became a man, and the
daughter of the local Chossid Reb Benzion Bruzin
was suggested for him. Reb Benzion established a
Cheder with Mesirus Nefesh, he was also the
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Melamed, and it was by him that Chonon studied as a
child.
“We studied by him many years” Chonon related.
“He would relate to each child as to his own son. He
instilled in us a love for Chumash and Gemara. All
the children reciprocated his love and loved him
dearly. Even my sister Ita, who did not learn in the
Cheder, still remembers how grandfather taught
about the Mabul and Dor Haflogo. How can I forget?
It was so fascinating how he would teach the
children, he really lived with it.”

HIS PARENTS
Reb Benzion’s daughter Pesha married Reb
Avrohom; they established a beautiful family, five
daughters and two sons were born, most of them
passed away and were murdered in the wars. Later,
his son Chonon lived in France, and his daughter Ita
immigrated to the United States. Reb Avrohom raised
his children on the same foundations that he was
raised.
Their daughter Ita related some memories “I can
not forget, besides the night of the Seder and other
holidays, those nights of Farbrengens in father’s
home, and the Lchaims and singing; they are
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especially engraved in my memory. I knew that on
that night I won’t be able to sleep (even if I wanted).
I can’t forget each Yud Tes Kislev, mother would
prepare Shvartze Kashe. This is how we grew up, and
my parents tried to instill this in us; our home was
surrounded by secular Jews, and Lehavdil antiSemitic and coarse Goyim; the bad winds gusted in
the streets with their full strength, and in this thicket
he raised his ‘Esrogim,’ which endure all seasons on
the year; and despite, more so because of this
survival and Jewish education, the beauty shone with
all its strength, and all the seasons and winds raging
in his and his children’s life did not move them, and
they sacrificed their life for Torah and Mitzvos.”
“Father” Chonon once related, “would learn
Likutei Torah and Torah Or each Shabbos, we would
learn Tanya and Chassidus together. I recall early
Shabbos morning, we slept, and father’s voice would
resonate from the living room, learning with a sweet
tune the ‘Chassidishe Parsha.’ The tune rings in my
ears till this very day!!”

Babi-Yar massacare
On September 19, 1941 the Nazis advanced
eastward in the Soviet Union till they reached the
outskirts of Kiev, the capital of Ukraine. Kiev was
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conquered by the sixth army and the 29th German
army corps. Before the conquest, more than 100,000
of the 160,000 Jews of the city managed to escape.
The Nazi army headquarters in Kiev was on
Khreshchatyk Street in the city center. On September
24, only five days after the Nazis entered Kiev, a
bomb exploded in the Nazi headquarters, shocking
the conquerors. The area was closed off, and all the
citizens were held for questioning; but another bomb
exploded minutes later, causing panic and mass flight
of the Nazis and the rounded citizens.
During the next days, many bombs exploded on
Khreshchatyk Street, injuring and killing Germans
and many Ukrainian citizens.
On September 26 a meeting was convened,
attended by the German military commander of Kiev,
Major-General Kurt Eberhardt, the Higher SS and
Police
Leader
of
Army
Group
South,
Obergruppenfuhrer
Friedrich
Jeckeln,
the
Einsatzgruppe C Commander, Dr. Emil Otto Rasch
and SS Standartenfuhrer Paul Blobel. At the meeting
it was decided to annihilate all the Jews of Kiev as
retaliation to the damage caused to the many
buildings.
The
task
was
imposed
on
Sonderkommando 4a soldiers, consisting of SD and
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SiPo members, the 3rd company of the Waffen-SS
Battalion for special missions, and a platoon of Police
battalion 9, assisted by Police Battalions 45 and 305,
together with Ukrainian Police forces.
On September 28, 1941 notices were posted all
over Kiev by the German 637th propaganda company,
published by the printing office of the 6th Army, as
follows:
“All Jews living in the city of Kiev and its vicinity
must come to the corner of Melnikova and
Dokhturova Streets (near the cemeteries) by 8
o’clock on the morning of Monday, September 29,
1941. They are to bring with them documents,
money, valuables, as well as warm clothes,
underwear etc. Any Jews not carrying out this
instruction and who are found elsewhere will be shot!
Any civilian entering apartments left by the Jews and
stealing property will be shot.”
Most citizens, including the Jews, thought that this
was an expulsion of the Jews from the city, their
mistake was grave.
At the appointed time, and even earlier, tens of
thousands of Jews stood at the site; the masses were
marched via Melnikova Street to the Jewish cemetery
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on the outskirts of the area, which had been fenced,
together with part of the Babi-Yar ravine, and
guarded by Police and Waffen-SS soldiers of the
Sonderkommando, and Ukrainian Police.
After they passed into the gates, the people were
commanded to leave their belongings, which they
were told will be loaded on the “luggage train.” The
Nazis took a small group at a time and led them
forward, gunshots were heard faraway, and the
people started realizing what is really happening, but
escape was now impossible, the Nazis did not allow
anyone identified as a Jew to exit the gates.
Groups of 10 were led from the front of the line
through an “aisle” of two rows of Nazi soldiers who
hit them cruelly with sticks, to an area where they
were ordered to undress and stand on the edge of the
ravine. There they were shot and fell into the ravine.
At the Babi-Yar massacre 100,000 people were
murdered, mostly Jews, among them the parents of
Chonon, Reb Avrohom and his wife Pesha HY”D,
and they merited to die Al Kiddush Hashem.
Years later, an eyewitness villager told their son
Reb Chonye “I was there, and I saw your father
leaving his house together with your mother, wearing
a white Kittel, similar to an angel, at the head of a
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group of tens of people from his Shul, accompanied
by soldiers; a very impressive Jew with a beard - on
the way to a martyr’s death. Your mother started
crying bitterly, and then your father turned to her
with a loud voice and said ‘Peshe, here we have the
Mitzvah of Kiddush Hashem, we will fulfill it; why
do you cry, we are going to die Al Kiddush Hashem,
is there anything greater than this?!’”
“The Kiddush Hashem of a Jew is in itself a
Kiddush Hashem” Reb Chonon would conclude.

HIS YOUTH
A clever child
Chonon was born on 6 Teves 5671 (1911) in
Pereiaslav. He was the 7th child in a poor family,
which was supported with difficulty by his father; his
family lived in poverty, and was satisfied with the
little they had. In his childhood years, Chonon
absorbed Mesiras Nefesh to keep Mitzvos.
Chonon was a child blessed with intelligence, and
this benefited him later on, whether as a soldier in
war, where he found favor in the eyes of his
commanders with his clever answers (as we will soon
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see), and also during Farbrengens, when he was able
to cloak his rebukes with subtlety etc.
His sister Ita relates “Chonon was always the witty
one in the house, when he was a small child, my
mother would distribute sweet apples to all the
children on Shabbos afternoon in honor of Shabbos,
and like every child, he wanted another portion, he
would always say ‘mother, there is place in my
stomach for another apple,’ this comment was so
amusing to hear from a child, and he would always
get what he requested.”
When Ita was asked from where did he learn so
much, to write such wonderful articles in Yiddish, to
write wondrous and beautiful poems in his language
he knew so well; his poems were published in many
Yiddish newspapers, the editors were extremely
amazed at his smooth command of the language, as
one editor once wrote as an introduction “we publish
here a poem written by a Lubavitcher Chossid, who
lives in Paris; the smooth rhyme, the juicy Yiddish,
the moving Yiddish content of the poem transports us
back to the early days of Yiddish lyrics. We read the
poem with pleasure and decided to publish it as an
indication that the influence of Yiddish affects the
Chassidishe world very strongly.” The editors were
not Frume Yidden, to say the least…
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He utilized his talents for serving Hashem, he
never studied the language; he just spoke it. He also
had a talent for art; his works of art were not
publicized, but whoever saw his drawings was
amazed from its message as well as the beauty they
conveyed.
So when his sister was asked “from where did he
get all this?”
“That’s who he was!” she replied.
From childhood he was always the know-it-all,
whatever you spoke to him about he knew; this was
Chonye. His talents were utilized for spreading
Yiddishkeit, and Chassidus in particular; as an
example one can find a poem entitled “Ein Oid
Milvado” published in a secular newspaper, and
many such rhymes, short and to the point that
contained big concepts.

Mesiras Nefesh for Mikva
When he was young, the Bolshevik revolution
broke out in Russia, and learning Torah in Cheder
started becoming more and more difficult, until
eventually all local Jewish educational institutions
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were closed down, and the new government forced
the Jewish children to learn in public schools.
The family moved to Kiev, hoping that in the big
city they could evade going to public school. The
child started learning in an underground Cheder till
his Bar Mitzva, and then continued learning in a
Yeshiva which was a branch of the underground
“Tomchei Temimim”. Then he continued learning
half a day, and spending the other half assisting in
earning a livelihood for the family. The father would
receive leather to sew them to shoe soles, and the
family members would help out; though the payment
was meager, the father was glad he found work that
did not entail working on Shabbos.
Not much is known from that era, but one thing is
certain,
in
the
home
they
constantly
“breathed” Mesiras Nefesh. An example is seen in
this story that occurred with the young Chonon at that
time; his Mesiras Nefesh is also spiced with his
genius, and these aided him in his courageous act:
In Kiev, where they lived in the early 30s, when
Chonon was in his 20s, it happened once that the
government officials informed the Gabbai of the
Chabad Shul that half of the building is being
allocated for the cultural-social needs of the party.
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I.e. this portion will serve as a “club” for the party;
obviously there was no room for debate, the Gabboim
knew that when this same incident occurred in
another neighborhood, and the Gabboim tried to
protest – as punishment, they closed down the other
half as well, and all sacred items including the Sifrei
Torah were thrown out brutally, so therefore the
Gabboim of the Chabad Shul were forced to make
peace with this decree with closed lips.
However, unfortunately, in the Shul’s basement
there was a Mikva, and the main faucet that brought
water to the Mikva was in the section that was taken,
and there was no way to get there. Here Chonon
thought of a wild idea, to enter the lion’s den and
steal their prey from their mouths. He took some
“Mashke” and feigned intoxication, he entered the
“club” and started dancing around, claiming that he
wants to entertain them. The people there enjoyed his
antics and prodded him to continue and repeat
acrobatic feats he showed them earlier, he
acquiesced, accompanying himself with a known folk
song. He continued dancing till he was dripping with
sweat; then he stopped, and while breathing heavily
and sweating profusely requested to let him rest and
then he will do one more round. Obviously, his
request was well received; he went to a side room to
rest without anyone suspecting a thing, when he saw
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that no-one was watching he climbed quickly through
the window to the main faucet that filled the Mikva,
opened it and returned to his place. After a while, he
bid them farewell assuring them that he will return,
and they let him go with joy. If he would be caught
“red handed” he would pay with a grave punishment;
but for Chonon only one thing mattered: the Mikva
must be filled. The Yidden are fortunate that they
have self-sacrifice for their purity!

HIS WEDDING & THE WAR YEARS
His father-in-law and his wife
The Chossid Reb Eliyahu Michel Haft of Charkov,
Ukraine – Reb Chonon’s father-in-law was a wealthy
individual and would invite many guests; many great
Chassidim found refuge in his house, including the
famous Chossid Reb Itche Der Masmid (Reb
Yitzchok Horowitz); this was done amongst great
self-sacrifice; he also supported the Temimim and the
Yeshiva; his entire life was a story of Ahavas
Yisroel. He had one daughter and two sons: his
firstborn Efrayim and his brother Yekusiel HY”D
were never heard from again; his daughter Esther
Rochel A”H, a very special girl, her father invested
all his energy to educate her, his efforts bore fruit,
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and his daughter literally endangered her life in many
courageous acts. Her father needed to transfer money
and clothes to many places to help the Temimim, but
Reb Eli Michel couldn’t roam freely; here, his
daughter entered the picture, and during that whole
difficult period would wear the clothes one on the
other, and would thus transfer whatever was needed;
many lives were saved and helped in the merit of her
unlimited dedication.

Engagement, war and wedding
In the year 5699 (1939), Esther Rochel was
suggested to Chonon Levin; they got engaged in an
auspicious time. However, unfortunately trouble was
brewing!
About a week before the outbreak of World War II,
when Germany was about to invade Poland, the
Molotov-Ribbentrop pact was signed. The German
gain from the pact was that Germany was concerned
from the reaction of the Soviet Union of the Polish
invasion, Hitler wanted to avoid a war on two fronts
while he would attack the west; in addition he
estimated (and was proven correct) that a pact with
the Soviet Union would weaken their alertness, and
in case of a conflict, Poland would serve to enhance
strategic posts against them, and Germany could
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exploit Poland’s natural resources, to strengthen their
economy and army.
As for the Soviet Union: they wanted the German
army to keep their distance; the Red army was
unprepared for war due to the “cleansing” that Stalin
did; besides the military unpreparedness, Stalin, who
saw the fickleness of the west in Czechoslovakia, did
not rely on the aid from the west; in general,
relationships were weakened between the Soviet
Union and the west due to the west’s fear of
communism; another factor was communism’s
influence on the territories they would receive.
Russia was supposed to enter the east of Poland, in
order to “liberate” the Ukrainians – “our brothers in
the west” – from Polish sovereignty; then began a
general draft for the Russian Army. Reb Chonon with
some friends escaped Kiev to be saved, but
eventually Reb Chonon was arrested, drafted and sent
with the “Liberating Red Army” to Poland, and in the
course of a couple of weeks they concluded the
“liberation” of eastern Poland. After some time, when
Finland refused to sign a coerced “friendship
agreement” with Russia (as Lithuania, Latvia and
Estonia had agreed to have Russia establish bases in
their country), the Russian “liberating” forces were
sent from Poland, Reb Chonon included, to help their
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comrades who were dealt shameful defeats in battle
with the Finns. This was in the dead of a very
difficult winter, temperatures ranging between 48 and
52 degrees below zero. The Finns put up a strong
fight, and notwithstanding the much greater numbers
of the Red Army, they caused the Russians great
casualties; only after 4 months of debilitating war
did they finally concede to the Russians.
In beautiful style Reb Chonon describes in his
diary, how his battalion reached Leningrad, where he
saw for the first time trains coming from the north,
full of wounded soldiers; and then describes the
remainder of the horrors of this war till its
conclusion, and then his return to war.
Reb Chonon joined the anti-aircraft division,
whose job was to locate enemy planes flying 8-10
kilometers high and shoot them down. This position
saved him from being placed on the front lines.
In the summer Reb Chonon managed to be
discharged from Finland and return to Kiev. On 10
Elul 5700 (1940) his wedding took place in Charkov;
it was done secretly and attended by a bare Minyan,
who came very cautiously, not to arouse the attention
of the authorities. The Mesader Kidushin was the
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Chossid Reb Yehuda Chitrik, and the ceremony was
very short.

The birth of a daughter
In Europe the fires of war are raging, but in Russia
it is silent, thanks to the Molotov-Ribbentrop pact.
However, in the summer of 5701 (1941) three million
“Wehrmacht” Nazi troops invaded Russia, and
moved quickly into Russia. Immediately, a quick
draft began of all citizens, Reb Chonon was once
more called for duty.
His wife was then due to give birth to her firstborn,
and all his attempts to delay his draft till after the
birth were utterly rejected. While still in the military
camp in Charkov, as they were preparing to go to
battle, Reb Chonon received a telephone call from a
relative that his wife entered labor; just then German
war planes were bombarding the area, all the women
were quickly transferred to an underground shelter,
and it was there that his daughter was born. Before
Reb Chonon had a chance to even convey a Mazel
Tov to his wife, he heard the commander roar “what
are you doing here? Everyone already lined up to
prepare to leave, and only you remained to speak on
the telephone?!”
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His request of the commander to discharge him for
a while to see his wife and firstborn daughter was
rejected. Then he approached the top commander and
said simply “Comrade Commander! If I was the
commander and you were the soldier requesting a
most human request, to see his firstborn daughter that
was just now born – I would surely discharge you for
a while. So why do you deny my request?!” His
words - said simply and emotionally - had an effect; a
driver and a car was arranged to take him to see his
wife and daughter. He then departed with choking
tears thinking “who knows when, if ever, I will merit
seeing you again.”

A mother’s Mesiras Nefesh
His wife A”H relates “when I came to the delivery
ward, I overheard that they were planning on cutting
my stomach, and not allowing me to give birth; and
thus they went from room to room to cut and abort
one baby after the other. I understood what is
happening, I started screaming and yelling, especially
when they were nearing me, I couldn’t run and I was
terribly afraid. I closed my eyes and begged Hashem
to save me; then, a doctor with a white coat appeared,
and calmed me saying ‘Don’t worry, we will not
harm you.’ He then told them something, or more
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correct, yelled at them and then left. It was very
wondrous.
“I am sure that Hashem, seeing the Mesiras Nefesh
of my husband, sent me his prophet Eliyahu. As soon
as my daughter was born, the bombardment started
on the hospital, and I, with my daughter in hand,
went down to the basement; and when we heard
bombs from one side we ran to the other, and then
when they bombed the other side we ran back. In
these conditions my daughter was born and raised.”
A mother’s Mesiras Nefesh…

“Hashem reveals his secrets to those who
fear Him”
Another interesting story she told “One day I
receive a letter from my husband, asking how I and
our daughter are doing; then, unexpectedly he writes
to me pleading and begging that I should guard our
daughter Sheina Rivka very carefully. I did not
understand why he wrote this, and I almost ignored
and forgot, but after a while that the girl did not
return from the yard, where she went to play with
other girls and their mothers, and one of the mothers
was watching my daughter as usual, I went to ask the
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woman where is the girl, and she simply answered
that she thinks she returned home.
“After a while it was clear that she disappeared, I
went all over to search her. At that time it was
common that there were people with long cloaks who
stole children, tempting them with candy; they would
place the children beneath their cloak, kidnap them,
and sell or adopt them. I was terribly afraid about our
daughter - who was a beautiful girl - that they would
kidnap her, and sell her for adoption. Suddenly, I see
a person walking with a long cloak, and I see under
the cloak another set of feet walking, and the shoes
are somehow familiar. I ran and yelled at him that
this is my daughter, and he simply claimed that he
just found her and was about to return her, so I took
her back.
“Luckily, Hashem helped and all ended well. Then
I remembered the letter I received warning me to
guard the girl, and I suddenly realized that he literally
prophesized unknowingly.
“Generally, during the whole duration of his
combat in war there were many wondrous divine
providential instances; each time he was about to
return home from another battle, I had a feeling that
he was returning, and would prepare the house, and
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my intuitions were always actualized; I felt that I was
in good hands and that ‘Hashem directs the steps of
man.’”

Wartime experiences
When Reb Chonon was once again called for duty
in the summer of 5701 (1941), he remained in the
army until the war was over.
Reb Chonon endured the horrors of war on many
fronts; he was also sent with the army to defend
Stalingrad, hundreds of thousands fell like flies, the
Volga River was red with blood, but with Hashem’s
help he survived even this battle.
About this blood-drenched defense, he describes in
an article entitled “A night in Stalingrad;” a
shuddering description, where he puts in words the
thoughts of Chossid on one dark night (see article on
Pages 62 & 65).

Words cannot describe what a Frume Chassidishe
Yid had to endure in a blood-drenched war in the
company of crude gentile soldiers. Maybe one line
which Reb Chonye once said in an uplifted moment
at a Farbrengen, could attest more than anything his
Mesiras Nefesh during the entire wartime; he testified
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that during the entire duration of his war experiences,
he was careful about three things, which he never
desecrated: 1. He only ate Kosher food, and never
touched “their” cooked foods; he made do with bread
and water and dry goods, and if he had a chance,
being near a river or sea, to catch a Kosher fish, this
was a rare delicacy. Due to his lack of essential
vitamins, his teeth fell out at a young age. 2. He put
on Tefilin daily, and Davened at least a little with his
Tefilin on (he received a Heter from a Rov to sew his
Tefilin in his clothes, and thereby carry them even on
Shabbos). 3. Chometz on Pesach:
Each year, before Pesach he would plan ahead
what would be his “meals” during the eight days of
Pesach. When he was in Finland, though the war
ended before Pesach, the whole division remained
there till after Pesach; he began put aside sugar cubes
in clean pieces of linen, because this will be his main
nourishment the entire holiday. However, in a
wondrous manner he received on the second day of
Pesach a package from home, containing an entire
treasure: Matzos, sugar, nuts and more. The entire
story of the package, Reb Chonon describes in his
diary under the heading “My Pesach miracle;” the
story is written on 20 pages.
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Another year his division camped near a village, he
began taking some of his bread and giving it to a
woman in the village who had a milking goat; he
agreed with her that in exchange for the bread he
would receive for one week a certain amount of milk
daily; the agreement was fulfilled, and no-one was
more happy than him, that he was able to survive the
holiday with milk and sugar.
In the remaining years as well his mind worked
feverishly, to plan a way to survive Pesach without
eating Chometz G-d forbid; his main nourishment
was sugar cubes that he received from his comrades
in exchange for bread and other items. When the
Seder night came, each cube of sugar was used as a
substitute for Matza, Maror, Korech and the four
cups of wine; and it was with these cubes that he
quietly recited parts of the Haggada from memory.
How great was his joy each year on the last day of
Pesach when he managed to endure; his joy was
unlimited and from the depths of his heart he thanked
Hashem for his kindness, to give him the strength to
keep Pesach correctly.
Another problem that bothered him was as soon as
he was drafted in the war against the Nazis; when he
realized that the war might continue for a long time,
he compiled a calendar; he knew all the calculations
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very well, and was able to have a pocket calendar to
know when all the holidays occur.
To get an inkling of what occurred there, and how
he fought intensely to keep his Yiddishkeit, could be
found in his diary. The situation was terrible; it was
easy to lose one’s bearings, or to literally become an
animal. His friends in combat completely lost their
human image, one needed his mind to control his
heart not only to keep his sanity, and remain human,
but sometimes even to survive, as the following
episode attests:
Wartime was literally days of hunger; once, the
commander distributed loaves of bread and
announced that this must last them for three days;
everyone grabbed and ate immediately without
thinking, and after days of hunger, this caused them
terrible stomach pains. Only Chonon refrained, and
divided his loaf in many small pieces, and had what
to eat during those days; everyone begged him for
bread, like Haman who was sold to Mordechai for the
same reason. Here too Chonye proved that under all
circumstances the mind must control the heart.
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The offer that was rejected
The war against the Nazis ended; victory against
the forces of darkness. Now the time of freedom has
come; Reb Chonon was about to return to Kiev to
find out what happened to find out what happened to
his parents and family members, and to Charkov to
find his wife and daughter.
But before receiving his permit of discharge he was
called to the commander’s office; two other
commanders were sitting there. At first, he was afraid
that maybe someone accused him of some crime, but
he was soon surprised to hear one of them say, that
because his file was clean, and his commander’s
commend of his honesty, fulfilling his mission
entirely, his trustworthiness and pleasantness, they
are proposing him to remain in the Red Army and he
will immediately be promoted to rank of commander.
He rejected their generous offer politely claiming that
he must first return to find out what happened to his
family, and then he will consider their request. This
excuse was not accepted easily, but with Hashem’s
help he managed to exonerate himself from them
without any responsibility; “go explain them” he
thought “that my refusal of their ‘generous’ offer is
because I am a Frume Yid”.
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Helping a Jew
The trains returning from the battlefields were full
of joyous soldiers celebrating their release. When he
returned from Stalingrad he rode a train full almost
completely with soldiers of many ranks, all of them
literally like animals thirsty for blood.
“Suddenly” Reb Chonon relates “A Lubavitcher
Chossid with a black beard, Reb Abba Pliskin A”H
entered, I recognized him but he did not recognize
me, because I was wearing a uniform. He was a small
person, and there was a group of very coarse Russian
soldiers, half of them drunk, they decided to throw
him out on the tracks while the train was moving; it
obviously was very thrilling for them to see a Jewish
Rabbi die a terrible death.
“The truth be told, that during the journey many
already experienced this misfortune; people’s lives
were worthless in their eyes, especially after the war
where people fell every second. I was very concerned
for his life, but at the same time worried that these
soldiers could easily do the same to me. But I saw
that they were serious, he was already in their hands,
and if I did not act immediately it would be too late. I
quietly prayed and then approached them with the
confidence of a commander-in-chief and yelled at
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them that if they won’t leave him immediately I will
shoot all of them!
“As soon as I said such a thing, naturally this could
be their excuse (though they didn’t need an excuse)
to take me and make me a victim as they saw fit. I
was alone against a group of Goliaths; but a miracle
occurred, surprisingly they softened and let him go
with some fear, I knew this fear fell on them from
heaven, and that’s how miraculously both our lives
were saved” Reb Chonon concluded. Here too we see
the Mesiras Nefesh of a Chossid, who always risked
his life for others.

The sad reunion
Finally, he reached Kiev; he disembarked at the
station and continued walking to the city, to find out
what happened to his family. Suddenly, by divine
providence, he met his brother Shaul, who he didn’t
see in five years. This is how he described their
reunion:
“I am going around searching what and who
survived, all of the sudden, like an angel from
heaven, my brother Shaul appears after so many
years. It was a very emotional reunion, and when I
wanted to embrace him, my brother turns to me
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seriously and anxiously and tells me ‘thank G-d I
managed to get all the permits, many of them were
forged, and according to law I am someone else and
not your brother, therefore’, he tells me, ‘I can’t hug
you, we are not allowed to be together too much, so
they shouldn’t see that we are related, this could
jeopardize my leaving the country”. I left him with a
taste of disappointment on one hand; I really wanted
to spend time with my brother, but on the other hand
I was happy that he could leave the country. I
contained my feelings till we met once again in the
Holy Land many years later” (as we will soon see).
At that opportunity he told Chonon that their
parents were killed Al Kiddush Hashem on Yom
Kippur, in the massacre known as Babi-Yar. Also the
rest of the family members that didn’t manage to
escape before the Germans entered the city, were
murdered by the Nazis and their cohorts the
Ukrainians. He also told him that many Chassidim
escaped to the direction of the cities Tashkent and
Samarkand in Uzbekistan, and that’s how they were
saved; appropriately he should also go there, and
perhaps find his wife and daughter. In any case, he
has no reason to search in Kiev, in Charkov or any
other place.
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Reb Chonon tore Keriah and sat in mourning for
his parents as per the law of someone who finds out
later, and then set out immediately for the destination
his brother has told him. When he reached
Samarkand he met his family members and many
Chassidim. At their reunion the joy was immense,
and his friends made the Beracha of “Mechaye
Meisim”, because they did not have any
communication during the years of war. The news
spread like wildfire, everyone rejoiced and they
prepared to make a grand thanksgiving feast, for the
living miracle that came to town.

An unfamiliar father
He obviously went straight to his home, and there
awaited him a little unpleasant surprise; his daughter
did not want to accept that this was her father,
because “father” is “the one in the photograph” she
claimed as she was always told, and that photograph
was from before the war. Only after some time, she
finally consented that this was indeed her father. On
Shabbos the family made a “Kiddush”; whoever
didn’t see the joy of brothers joyful at the survival of
their friend has never seen true Ahavas Yisroel. The
family members saw this as some kind of
replacement for the wedding feast that never was.
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“He wanted to settle peacefully”
Reb Chonon spent about a year in Samarkand, this
was the best period spiritually since his childhood
days; Torah Shiurim were held openly, and Reb
Chonon spent his time studying, mainly Chasssidus,
with the Chossid Reb Sa’adya Liberov; he also
received Chassidishe direction from him, and from
then on began Davening on Shabbos at length for the
rest of his life.

The escape
Meanwhile the Chassidim organized to leave
Russia with the “known escape” and Reb Chonon
joined them. He left with his family left Samarkand
by train. “Finally we lived to this day to leave the
walls of this terrible exile; however, it seems Hashem
had other plans, and not too far from Tashkent, my
wife suddenly entered labor. I” Reb Chonon smiles
“really wanted she should delay this for some time;
we finally managed to organize papers and go on the
train, and suddenly now this “problem” befalls us.
But obviously this wasn’t in our hands, and we had to
all disembark the train”. He managed to bring her to
the local delivery ward, and after two days their
second daughter was born; she was named Pesya
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after his mother HY”D. They then continued on their
journey and rejoined the Chassidim.
They arrived to Lvov, the exit gate to Poland.
Before Rosh Hashono 5747 (1946) the family of Reb
Chonon left Russia for Poland together with many
other families on one of the “Eshalon”s (trains) with
forged Polish passports. They didn’t want to remain
in Poland too long and they moved on to
Czechoslovakia, where there too they stayed for a
short while, because also this country was part of
Soviet control. When they reached Austria they
remained there for a year and a half in a camp
sponsored by the Joint. Immediately upon arrival
they opened a Yeshiva there, but it was clear that
couldn’t remain there indefinitely, and then the train
brought them to their next stop in France, there they
met the rest of the Chassidim who came via other
“Eshalon”s through Poking in Germany and other
places. From here the Chassidim dispersed to
different places according to the directives of the
Frierdiker Rebbe; some to the Holy Land, others to
the United States, while others went to other
countries in Europe, Africa or Australia while some
remained in France.
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FRANCE – HIS WORK AS
SHADA”R
The Rebbe commanded
Reb Chonon - who really wanted to travel to
America and finally settle near the Frierdiker Rebbe,
something he still didn’t merit - started arranging
preparations to travel. Then, the famous Mashpia Reb
Nissan Nemanov told him “Chonye, the Yeshiva
“Tomechei Temimim” just opened now in Paris; as a
Bochur, you didn’t merit being a student of Tomchei
Temimim all the years, at least now you should
concern yourself with establishing and strengthening
the Yeshiva in Paris, accept the responsibility of
being a SHaDa”R (fundraiser) for the Yeshiva”. He
did not want this at all, “enough! I need some rest, I
want to be a little with the Rebbe and think about my
family, to stay more in my house after all we were
through. Moreover, to ask people for money is totally
against my nature”. Only after much persuasion, did
he agree to try it out, and together with his friend
Dovid Chein began to collect. (See Picture on Page 61).
But this didn’t suit him at all; he would pale like
chalk at every door they knocked on. Then, he
decided to finally emigrate to the U.S. He was about
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to do so, he prepared the papers, packed his
belongings, asked the Frierdiker Rebbe, and then, to
his surprise, the reply came that he should remain in
France, and that he is needed especially there. With
complete Kabolas Ol he put aside his dreams,
unpacked the suitcases, and continued being a
SHaDa”R for the Yeshiva; from then on, he
continued untiringly for almost 50 years in his task as
SHaDa”R, he considered this a sacred task.

A new era
Thus started a new era in his life; it did not bring
him peace of mind, the opposite was true, it was hard
labor, “but what won’t you do for Tomechei
Temimim” he would always say.
For himself he was content with a small salary, and
he invested himself completely to raise money for the
Yeshiva; whoever worked with him testify that his
devotion to his task did not know boundaries; his
honesty, integrity and pleasant manner coupled with
a true and innermost Yiras Shomayim touched
everyone he came in contact with. He was not
content to raise money for the Yeshiva in France
alone, but would travel, at least once a year, to
England and Italy, and spend some weeks in each
country.
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Many episodes and stories are told about him and
his task over the years; we tried to collect these
anecdotes from all those who were involved with him
in this respect. It is wondrous to see the affect that he
made on people he met even once or twice; “there
was something about him that his difficult to define”
everyone says, “he spoke in a unique manner, he
expressed himself wholeheartedly, and this won us
over”.
Truth be told, he spoke French with difficulty; in
the early years he spoke in Yiddish to everyone. At
that time almost everyone spoke Yiddish; this is how
he wrote in a letter to his sister in 5755 (1995):
“You write that you must learn English [she
emigrated then to the U.S.]; I will write to you about
myself, though I am ashamed to tell you: when we
came here [to France] I started working in the
Yeshiva, I dealt only with Jews, so I didn’t need to
learn French (everyone spoke Yiddish), and so years
passed, and I always delayed [learning French] with
many different excuses”.
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Honesty
His honesty was concerning a penny just like a
hundred; “I recall” his daughter Louba Paris relates
“he would report to Reb Nissan literally for each
penny. First he would hand over the entire sum to
Reb Nissan, and only then he would receive his
commission, not the opposite like most people do”.

The big Chasuna
Reb Y”Y Kalmanson, Rosh Yeshiva in New Haven
relates “The first Chasuna that took place [in Brunoy]
was of his daughter Pesha with Reb Yisroel
Labkowsky. The Chasuna was on Yeshiva grounds;
in honor of the occasion they renovated the building
somewhat. When we wondered, why is today
different, because a carpenter in the Yeshiva was
very rare, Reb Nissan told us that the donors of Reb
Chonye are coming, so it must be respectful.
“What should I say, the Chasuna was the longest in
my life” RYY”K continued, “the whole night we
Farbrenged; the Chasuna was over at six in the
morning, something very rare, and everyone was
there, it was very joyful, whoever didn’t see that
Chasuna never tasted a true joyful Chassidishe
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Chasuna; this underscores the esteem that Reb Nissan
held for Reb Chonon”.
Naturally, many legends were woven about the
fifty years of his SHaDa”R work. As mentioned, he
would travel to England and Italy; Reb Nachman
Sudak, Shliach in London relates “Once, Reb Chonye
came to me and asked me permission to collect
money for the Yeshiva in Brunoy. I agreed, but on
condition that he gives the Chabad institutions in
England a percentage of the profit, as is the custom.
But such honesty I couldn’t imagine, for many
decades he never left without leaving the percentage
agreed upon, he never forgot to keep his side of the
deal. I thought he would do this sometimes, but not
for every sum”.

It is a pleasure to give him
His son-in-law Reb Levi Paris relates “In London
there is a philanthropist Reb Nosson Vogel who
receives hundreds of people in his house, and
distributes Tzedaka generously. Naturally, Reb
Chonye would visit him on his trips to London. Once,
Reb Nosson told me ‘I meet hundreds of people in
my house, each one with their need, but for some
reason I am most impressed from your father-in-law;
I never met a SHaDa”R like him, so refined and
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devoted to his cause, it is a pleasure for me to give
him.’
“I asked him ‘how do you know he is my father-inlaw?’ So he told me ‘Once, Reb Chonye was in
London, but he didn’t visit me, I went to him and
asked him “Reb Chonye, why didn’t you come to
me?” So he said “This time I came to get Nachas”,
and that’s how I found out that you are his son-inlaw; he came for his family and not for other matters,
he told it to me so simply, but for me it was a lesson
about education and family, he was completely
immersed in what he did, without mixing matters.’
“When he would come [to London] he would
Farbreng on Shabbos with the famous Mashpia Reb
Mendel Futerfas. They Farbrenged for hours, they
said L’chaim and we would sit for many hours. It was
very uplifting, they would relate many Chassidishe
Vertalach, sing together; it was truly a pleasure. We
miss those Farbrengens” Reb Levi concludes.

Finding favor
“One of the countries he would travel to was Italy;”
Reb Gershon Mendel Garelik, Shliach of the Rebbe
to Milan relates, “Besides the pleasure of his
presence, there is an interesting phenomenon; there is
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a certain Shul that it is extremely difficult to collect
money there, the people there contribute only to their
own institutions. Believe me,” Reb Gershon Mendel
says, “I don’t know how and what he did, but he
would be accepted there with great respect and
receive generous sums. Go figure how he won them
over.”

Total devotion
For many years he would walk around collecting
money for Tomchei Temimim; after many years it
became difficult for him to walk, he suffered terribly
in his feet, and the pains effected his back; he was
forced to use a cane, but his pains did not lessen; his
walking became slower, but nonetheless he continued
his task with energy and enthusiasm. So too for
Davening with a Minyan, he would go by foot.
Though due to his aching back and feet, he needed
much rest, this never deterred him from waking up
early and rushing to Shul. When he was asked to
limit his activities, because walking was difficult, he
answered simply “is this small walk more difficult
than the walks during the war, when I walked for
days in hunger and cold of 40-50 degrees below
zero?!”
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On Erev Pesach, he would take from his personal
Matzah Shemura, and distribute to generous donors
of the Yeshiva, so they should have the best Matzah
for the Seder; notwithstanding the fact that the
amount of Matzos he baked for himself and his
family was minimum, due to their high price; this he
did from his own earnings and initiative, without
anyone asking him to do it; the directors of the
Yeshiva didn’t even know about this.
A miracle: one of the Chassidim who Davened in
the same Shul as Reb Chonon, had six daughters, and
he would always ask him for a Beracha to have a son.
One year, before Yom Kippur his seventh daughter
was born, and on Yom Kippur he wept bitter tears
that he did not merit a son. Reb Chonon thought a
little and then approached this person and told him
very confidently “If you will promise a nice donation
for Tomchei Temimim, I promise you that next year
you will have a son.” He agreed and accepted Reb
Chonon’s words, and right after Yom Kippur he
fulfilled his promise. Reb Chonon was sure that
Hashem would fulfill his request, because he did not
do this for himself, but for Tomchei Temimim; and
indeed, a year later a brother was born to the seven
sisters.
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ANECDOTES
Chabad settlement
When they arrived in France, everyone lived in a
building in Paris, many ANa”SH families were there,
and some lived in Brunoy; the atmosphere was
uplifting, the feeling of unity was felt. After some
years, they moved to Aubervilliers, together with
other families; the place soon became the French
Chabad settlement. They build a Shul, which was
directed by his Mechutan, the Chossid Reb Shmuel
Dovid Belinov A”H, and Reb Chonon was the
unofficial Mashpia. He would Farbreng every
Shabbos; oftentimes he would take some Mashke and
add liveliness and joy to all the participants who
enjoyed his Chassidishe Vertalach said with warmth
and pleasentness; if he didn’t attend the Farbrengen,
due to his travels etc. his presence was sorely missed.
It was a Chassidishe Shtiebel of past times; they
would study Chassidus every Shabbos before
Davening and Farbreng afterwards.

To start at ten
A special Yechidus about this Shtiebel he related in
a letter he sent to his family one of the first times he
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travelled to the Rebbe; it was in year 5718 (1958). He
writes as follows (after preliminary words of
blessing) “Now, in regards my Yechidus, you most
probably know that it was Sunday night, or more
precisely Monday morning; I entered to the Rebbe
Shlita at 7:20 and left at 7:50; it was half an hour. He
spoke to me in a heartfelt and fatherly manner, like
he was my own father; he answered all my questions.
G-d willing when I will come in good health I will
report everything; meanwhile Hashem should help
that the Rebbe Shlita’s Brochos should be filled in
their entirety.
“I will convey at this opportunity a general thing
concerning the Shul; at the Yechidus, during the
conversation we spoke about the issue of the time
that the Davening begins on Shabbos morning in
Shul. The Rebbe asked when we begin Davening, I
replied ‘at 11 o’clock and sometimes later;’ he told
me to convey that we should begin Davening
Shacharis at 10 o’clock, and to do this already this
Shabbos! Because I was planning to travel back
home this week, he asked me to ascertain that this
would be this Shabbos; however since I will only
actually fly back on Motzei Shabbos, so I must
convey the Rebbe Shlita’s directive; therefore I am
requesting that you pass on the message verbatim,
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and I will fill in the precise details when I return with
G-d’s help.”
The members of the Shul relate that Reb Chonye
would always finish his preparations for Davening
before 10, and begin Davening every Shabbos at
exactly 10 o’clock, even if he was the only one, he
was scrupulous as like with Matzah Shmura on
Pesach.
His Hiskashrus to the Rebbe was extraordinary; he
believed with all his heart that the Rebbe is
Moshiach, and he will redeem us.

Simchas Torah
Special events are especially remembered, such as
Simchas Torah; at that time, Reb Chonon who was
usually serious, would become like a different
person, young and energetic; he would jump like a
child and enliven everyone; it was a scene of a Jew
rejoicing with the Torah for which he devoted
himself entirely. Then, when “his heart was merry
with wine” he would turn up his beard and stick it
under his hat, and would somersault energetically
with the strength of a thirty year old man. He would
perform acrobatic feats and headstands to entertain
the congregants; he claimed that he inherited this
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talent from “Zeide Leibe” who would stand on his
head while his beard covered his face. Who could see
this and not rejoice, pure joy!
He would also Daven sometimes for the Amud,
and his name was known as an exceptional Baal
Tefila. He was a wonderful Baal Tefila not because
he learned Nusach or voice enhancement, but to
Daven with feeling he was on the front line; he
Davened wholeheartedly, it was a pleasure to hear. A
member of ANa”SH in Paris relates “I would walk
every Rosh Hashono and Yom Kippur an hour and a
half to hear his most beautiful Davening.” His family
recorded on cassette parts of his Davening many
want to hear.

To be a Chazzan in front of the Rebbe?!
In the year 5716 or 5717 (1955-6), he travelled for
the first time to the Rebbe for the month of Tishrei.
Being that the Yohrtzeit of his parents is on Yom
Kippur, he would Daven for the Amud on Yom
Kippur, he knew the Nusach well, his Davening was
very heartful and many people enjoyed his Davening.
Also when he was in 770 he arranged a Minyan to
Daven for the Amud. When people heard his
Davening they told the Chossid Reb Yochanan
Gordon, the Gabbai of 770. Reb Yochanan asked Reb
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Chonon to Daven for the Rebbe’s Minyan; Reb
Chonon refused, but he couldn’t withstand the
Gabbai’s pressure and he Davened with trepidation
and fear. Afterwards, Reb Chonon informed him that
he will not Daven again for the Amud in the Rebbe’s
Minyan; (“Who am I, so small and insignificant to be
the Shliach Tzibur of the Rebbe?!”)

Going to Shul
In the later years, many Chassidim passed away,
and the Shul was closed. He was forced to walk to
the big Chabad Shul of the “Shneur” school in the
city; it was a 15 minute walk. The people of the city
related “we saw early each morning a Chassidishe
Yid walking with a cane on his way to Shul. Who
wouldn’t stop to offer a ride, but he would answer
convincingly ‘why are you depriving Reb Fisel (feet)
of his livelihood, as long as he’s working, let him
work.’ He would go very early in the morning,
because not only would he be from the first ten, but
the saying “Never did anyone precede me to Shul”
suited him.
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Mikva under all circumstances
His friend and former neighbor, Reb Chaim
Tashkenter (Reb Chaim Horowitz) related “In the
early years very few people would always go to the
Mikva. Whoever was able travelled to Paris
sometimes to go to the Mikva. The Seine River
passed through our town, the water there was very
deep, and in the winter it was all ice, and it didn’t
seem like an option for Mikva. But not someone like
Reb Chonye will be intimidated from difficult
conditions, he already experienced Mesiras Nefesh
for Mikva ‘there’; ‘here where no-one is preventing,
how can we not go?!’ he would say.
“Indeed, in the early winter morning, Reb Chonye
would go with a special stick to break the frozen ice
and Tovel every morning, even though this bordered
on risking his life (the depth and the cold).” “We
wanted to join” his children added “but he would
explain us very well how dangerous it is; he was very
correct and convincing, but seemingly this only
pertained to us, not for himself.”
“Once, he came to the Rebbe” his son Reb Mendel
relates, “and he was staying by us. He just underwent
surgery, and the wound didn’t heal completely; it
would open sometimes and care was needed that
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there shouldn’t be an infection CH”V. I was really
surprised when he informed me the first morning that
he is going to the Mikva. I thought he forgot that the
wound was still vulnerable, but he would never
relinquish going to the Mikva, it seems that for him,
Mikva was so important to the extent of Mesiras
Nefesh.

Fulfilling commands
In the year 5747 (1987) the Rebbe spoke
repeatedly about “Make for yourself a Rav”; the
Rebbe demanded that each person should have a
Mashpia. “That year he was going to travel to the
Rebbe, and one day he calls me” his son-in-law Reb
Levi Paris relates, “and he begs me ‘Could you be my
Rav? My Mashpia?’ I was shocked from his
simplistic, unsophisticated manner of speaking. But
above-all baffled that ‘he’ his asking me; I tried
explaining him ‘Who am I, what am I, there are many
others etc.’ but he remained firm, and I too couldn’t
accept the idea. In the end, he compromised and said
‘at least once in a few months.’ I asked him ‘What’s
this all about?’ so he tells me ‘I am travelling to the
Rebbe; how could I show my face to the Rebbe, and I
didn’t appoint a Mashpia.’ I thought ‘Where are we?
If only every Chossid would think this way.’”
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A Tanya for the Rebbe
Reb Levi continues “Once, the Shver tells me ‘Oy,
how stupid I am,’ and he relates ‘I had a very old
Tanya from the first prints. When I travelled to the
Rebbe I gave him the Tanya by a Yechidus; the
Rebbe was very pleased, and then turns to me and
says “you probably need another Tanya to learn
from,” and he opened the drawer, and took out his
own Tanya, which was worn with use, and offered it
to me. I was unprepared, and didn’t think that I was
owed anything, so immediately I told the Rebbe that I
have one, and I don’t need etc. and the Rebbe put the
Tanya back in the drawer.’ Reb Chonon concludes
‘now you understand what a fool I was.’ While I saw
a Jew so refined, that doesn’t think he deserves
anything at all.”

Not to sleep without Rambam
“Like every Chossid, not a day passed without
learning Rambam,” Reb Levi relates. “Even in his
later years, when he was in his eighties; when he
would visit us from Paris, the trip would last a whole
day, they would leave in the morning, and arrive at
the end of the day; he was completely exhausted, but
he would still finish the daily Rambam till late at
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night. I would often plead with him to rest, and finish
the next day; I saw the exhaustion on his face; but to
no avail. Sometimes he would admonish me ‘How
could you demand that I go to sleep before learning
Rambam!’”

Caused people to do Teshuva
Whoever came in contact with him got caught in
his warmth. “I was on Shlichus in France,” related
one of his grandchildren “a woman became closer to
Chabad, and heard that I was a grandson of Rabbi
Levin of France, so she tells me excitedly ‘even your
grandfather doesn’t know what he effected in my
heart; I once saw him, and was impressed by his
appearance; I approached him and discussed many
issues with him; I spoke French better than him, but
his heartfelt language was a language anyone could
understand, and he captured my heart. I met him on
many occasions, and I always approached him. Your
grandfather always sat on the dais at Chabad
gatherings in France; he obviously didn’t speak, but I
would come just to see him; and then slowly I simply
returned to Yiddishkeit, I wanted my children to be
like that Chossid. This was your grandfather’ she
concluded.”
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Utilizing every moment
Every spare moment he had, he would sit and
learn; he was never seen wasting time; he also
demanded this behavior from his young children
“don’t sit idly; if you don’t have what to do, take a
Sefer and look in it, learn from it, just don’t waste
time.” He would have many daily Shiurim besides
Chitas and Rambam, he would have Shiurim in
Likutei Torah, Torah Or, Gemara and Mishnayos.
This was concerning the weekdays, moreover on
Shabbos and Yom Tov in which days he would be
diligent in his learning and Davening with devotion;
and from the early morning till the beginning of
Davening he already managed to learn many hours.

An emotional letter
In the year 5755 (1995) his sister Ita arrived in the
U.S. he then travelled to meet her after not seeing
each other for 55 years, since the war, and his
subsequent departure for France, without having a
chance to meet her. After their parents were killed,
she was adopted by assimilated and Russian peasant
families, which caused her to lose all she was taught
at home (though she still recalls the holidays, and
especially the Cheder and the Farbrengens at home).
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She finally managed to leave in the year 5755; there
was constant communication via letters, but under
difficult circumstances, one out of two letters arrived.
When she arrived in the U.S. he sent her a long
letter, divided in two; first he asks how she is doing
and acclimating in a new place etc. The second part
of the letter he asks her not to show to her family,
which are all Yidden that are not Frum; though the
letter is intended for them as well, but they shouldn’t
know that it comes from him. The letter is moving to
tears…
“My dear sister, even before you departed Kiev, I
spoke to you via telephone and told you ‘when
Hashem would help and you would G-d willing
arrive in America, in the four walls of your house,
there should be a Kosher kitchen; no Treif should
CH”V enter your home. I ask you not to get upset
from what I will write to you; you are a Jewish
daughter and you possess a holy Jewish Neshama.
What we did there [such refinement, when he wants
to mention not such good matters, he is also
included] Hashem completely forgives, because it
wasn’t possible otherwise [he does not mention how
he had Mesiras Nefesh there], but here everything is
different!! Here there is possibility, there is no
excuse, all that is needed is a will… does a difference
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of a few dollars affect whether to eat Kosher food,
which the Torah commands us, and we keep its laws
since we received it on Har Sinai, from the master of
the universe, through Mosh Rabeinu, and we guard it
like the apple of our eye, or to simply eat Treif G-d
forbid!!!
“I know Ita, and I am not blaming anyone G-d
forbid, because the truth is that they are not to blame
at all [her family that lived with her under the same
unfortunate circumstances] for being born and raised
in the years of ‘Stalin’s paradise’ may his name be
erased; they surely are not to blame, they are all holy
children of Hashem, with a holy Neshama in them;
they should be healthy and happy. But now, that
Hashem has helped and we reached this stage, we
must start thinking in an active direction, slowly but
surely; and when they will see how you behave, with
time they will begin to behave accordingly. You are
an example for them, if Aunt Ita does like this, and
behaves like this, they will slowly understand that
this is the only way to behave.
“When you will change the house to a Kosher one,
and begin to light Shabbos candles every Friday, this
will definitely light their Neshamos, and they will
want to imitate you with enthusiasm and joy. Dear
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Ita, Don’t get upset with me, on whatever I wrote
here; don’t tell them that this came from me.
“My dear one, I will be happy with all my heart
and soul, when I hear that you changed your house to
a Kosher house, a Kosher kitchen; and you light
Shabbos and Yom Tov candles, which will light your
Neshama, your house, and the entire surrounding.
With blessings for a long and bright life, Amen!”

HIS ILLNESS AND PASSING
Accepting pain with love
Before Purim 5756 (1996), he started experiencing
severe stomach pains, and was quickly brought to a
hospital. Even then, while experiencing great pains,
he was able to overcome his pains and to hide them
from those who came to visit him, even his close
family members; he always accepted pain with love.
When his situation worsened, it was difficult for
him to speak; but when he needed to say Birchos
Hashachar or another Brocho, he exerted all his
energy, and the words left his mouth clearly.
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A month before he passed away he was still home,
but emaciated and weak. At that time one of his
grandsons, who was about to celebrate his Bar
Mitzva, came to visit; when he entered, Reb Chonye
jumped to rise (he would often do so in that time to
show that he was still in good health), and requested
to test him on the Ma’amor (as was his custom), and
sat focused with Mesiras Nefesh for half an hour,
listened, corrected and insisted that he should say
slowly so it should be understood (later it was
realized that this was an intuition that he wouldn’t
attend the Simcha); all this sapped his energy, but
this did not deter him from giving attention to a
grandson, so he should know that grandfather is
involved and interested; to contrast, when answering
questions of the doctors, he would just nod his head,
unable to speak.
On Yud Alef Nissan, the Rebbe’s birthday, there
was a big gathering of ANa”SH. He was always
accustomed to attend every gathering (and sit on the
dais); when, in the hospital, he heard about the
gathering; his condition was considered relatively
serious; he begged to be brought there; “how can’t I
Farbreng on Yud Alef Nissan” he said. After being
explained that it wasn’t possible, he burst out crying
over his disability, as if just then he became ill.
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“He does the will of those who fear Him”
It could be said that Pesach was his special holiday,
he was extremely scrupulous about every detail;
everything he ate or came in contact with was check
and rechecked many times. This was in addition to
the fact that for many years he didn’t have any teeth,
and he didn’t use his false teeth; every piece of Matza
he would chew was with great pain and Mesiras
Nefesh, he would have many sores and blood would
spill, but he didn’t neglect any detail of the Seder G-d
forbid. He was especially careful not to eat out of the
house on Pesach, and he would never let himself be
invited. In his later years his wife was too weak to
prepare Pesach herself; “I would regularly invite
them” their daughter Louba Paris relates, “but he
rejected the invitation categorically. He would do
most of the work, but to eat out of his house was
never considered an option. ‘But this is Heimishe’ I
would try to reason, but there was no-one to speak
to.” Wonder of wonders, in his last year – he passed
away on 30 Nissan (Rosh Chodesh Iyar) after two
difficult months – he was still in his house, and
managed to have his Seder at home, and only after
the second Seder his condition declined and he was
immediately taken to the hospital, from which he
never returned. “He does the will of those who fear
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Him,” and he was able to have his last Seder at home
as was his custom.

His passing
In the last week he felt that his days were
numbered, and expressed himself many times saying
that they are coming to take him to heaven. One of
his daughters relates “he told me that he feels his end
is near; I stopped him, and then he told me not to stop
your father, and let him speak. He then requested a
few things, and especially to keep the family
together, and take care of mother; this was the most
difficult day of my life.”
Every day he would say “Vidui”, and even on the
last day he requested a Siddur, he said “Vidui” and
“Shema Yisroel”, and his pure soul ascended to
heaven in purity, as he recited “Yechi Adoneinu
Moreinu Verabeinu Melech Hamoshiach Leolam
Voed” with pure faith in the Rebbe Melech
Hamoshiach’s words that this hastens the prophecy of
“They will arise and sing.” He was buried in the
Chabad section on Har Hamenuchos in the holy city
of Yershulayim, may it be built speedily.
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The Levaya
One of the Temimim relates “I was in the Yeshiva
in Brunoy on the day of his passing. All of the
sudden, the Mashgiach Reb Yitzchak Nemanov and
the Rosh Yeshiva Reb Yechiel Kalmanson entered,
with grave expressions on their faces; and then Reb
Yitzchak told the Bochurim that there was a
Chassidishe Yid, who, for fifty years, gave his life for
the Yeshiva; then he burst out crying, and told us that
he passed away today, and he spoke at length about
his great devotion to the Yeshiva; we were all very
moved. We then, out of the ordinary, all drove to the
house of Reb Chonye; we said Tehilim, and we all
travelled to the airport, to accompany the person who
accompanied the Yeshiva for so many years.”
“If we could summarize with one thing” says Reb
Levi Paris, “someone told me at his Levaya ‘listen, I
knew your Shver for Forty years, I could tell you that
he never fought with anyone, he loved and was loved
by everyone; beloved to man and beloved to heaven.
Alas, for those who are now lost and are no longer
found.’”
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The “Moreh Shiur”
Reb Chonon would write down the “Moreh Shiur”
(study schedule) in his later years; because he didn’t
leave town much, and so till he got hold of a “Moreh
Shiur” he would write down for a few months in
advance. When he passed away, his “Moreh Shiur”
was found in his Rambam, written till the date of his
passing, 30 Nissan…

Reb Chonon (right) with his friend Reb Dovid Chein
(See Page 36)
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A NIGHT IN STALINGRAD
Chonon HaLevi, Paris
Night; thick darkness surrounds us. A light cold
autumnal rain pours without letup, stubborn,
monotonous.
I stand at my post. With an automatic rifle in
hand, I remain awake by our anti-aircraft cannons.
Cold rain drops trickle in through the collar of my
coat and soak the bones with a cold shudder. Such
thick darkness – it could be felt with your hands.
Six hundred meters ahead of us, the German
soldiers lay buried in their trenches; a few hundred
meters behind us, the Volga River rages.
Every now and then a bright rocket lights up the
air and illuminates our position. It becomes bright for
half a minute. I see how the four cannons of our
battery stand firm in a half-circle – with long,
stretched and threatening necks, facing “there”; and
crooked laces of rain fall like silver needles on the
wet shiny metal and drip down on the soft, kneaded
earth.
As the blinding “lamp” is extinguished, the
darkness becomes even thicker and more solid than
before.
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Also by them [the enemy] these “lamps” brighten
the night. Each side illuminates their position during
the blind night, so that no-one from the other side
should creep in and do damage.
It has already been many days and weeks that
bloody battles have been fought here. Who could
count the number of fallen soldiers!! How much
human pain, horrible agony and terrible angst?!
There were days that the Volga River was red from
blood. Our army remained firm here on the right
bank of the Volga, near the destroyed city of
Stalingrad. The Germans want to throw us in the
waters of the Volga; to force us into the river. Day
after day the earth burned all around us, as if – G-d
forbid – the whole Geihinom has relocated here.
Just four weeks ago, Stalingrad was a city – with
houses, streets, courtyards, plazas, and human life.
Now it is a desert, a ruin of crumbled stones, lives
torn apart. A city on the right bank of the Volga has
been erased from the earth.
Our army banded here in its last position by the
edge of the River. There is no way out; there is no
retreating. Going back will mean drowning in the
noisy waters. So we stood stuck between fire and
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water with a strong resolution: to hold this position at
any price!
And in such dark nights, they continually cast
fresh [so-called] “soldiers” our way through the
Volga, to replace those who fell; fresh “material” for
the burning war machine.
The last few days are somewhat quiet: the
German dogs hate this cold and wet Russian weather.
So they lie buried in their trenches, warming
themselves by the ovens and probably drawing once
again their sinister plans, perhaps [to be carried out]
tomorrow, or the day after…
* * *
It is midnight. The rain subsides somewhat, but
does not cease. A cold wind whips the rain in my
face. In only about three hours they will come to
replace me. But it doesn’t bother me. On the
contrary; it is now better for me to stand here. I
would like to be alone. My thoughts, like the
raindrops, race and interrupt each other:
Is there still some place in this world where there
is no shooting? What does it look like? ... Will there
ever be a world without war? And how does it feel,
not to suffer the taste of death day and night? When
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the bullet doesn’t lurk from all sides? … And
suddenly the thought of my family comes to me, my
close ones who are so distant from me. The thoughts
become more turbulent, hastier. Constantly, again
and again, I am reminded of that incident – my last
contact with the family.
It was in the first three months, when the war had
already been raging all around us. Our military
division was in a small forest, in the Charkov region.
Those days I was awaiting good news about my
family. But they did not allow me to visit my family,
which were living in Charkov at the time.
One day an order comes that they should move us
closer to the front lines. On the same day I receive a
message by telephone (from a relative) conveying
good news that my wife gave birth to a baby girl. She
also relates the circumstances in which this occurred.
Just as she was brought to the hospital, while in the
delivery room, the German ruthless murder “birds”
started bombarding the hospital. So they brought the
pregnant women down to the basement – and just at
that moment, in the basement, my wife gave birth to
a dark-haired little daughter…
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My wife begged that perhaps I could somehow be
excused, to leave for a while, even if just for a minute
to take a look, to get acquainted with our child?
Tears choked me. I really craved to say
something, to cry out from my over-filled heart – but
I couldn’t say a word into the telephone receiver. I
surmise that I didn’t even convey a Mazel-Tov. And
before I had chance to gain my composure, a strict
voice tore me away from the telephone. The room
was already empty, and in the street stood vehicles
packed with armed soldiers. I barely managed to
jump on top of a vehicle, as we left on a “march” to
the front lines.
Two years have passed since that time. My little
daughter should already be two years old (till one
hundred and twenty). How are they faring there?
Where are they now? My dear daughter? My wife?
What does the little one look like? Does she ever ask
where her father is? And what do they answer her…
It is almost two and a half years of war! Such a
big chunk of life – for whom was this all wasted?
When will this all end? How?
All around is darkness, a dread of gloom to the
farthest reaches of existence, torn apart by horrible
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fire-hail; nights of death-shadows and days so red,
saturated with blood, blood with no end…
The calculation of the past days and months, has
also lost their continuum, their meaning. Only the
future at times bores a hole [in my consciousness].
Unwillingly thoughts race through my mind: who
knows what will happen with me? Where will
tomorrow bring me? But even in these difficult
moments I don’t despair. I stifle these thoughts.
Thank you master of the universe! All around the
dread of death lurks, but in my heart shines my faith
and hope in You!
This whole atmosphere is pervaded with despair
and confusion – but I am encouraged by my faith in
You, my father in heaven! Yet, I constantly request
of G-d: If I am already a soldier, if I am already
serving – I would rather be serving You! To be Your
soldier! Help me be Your loyal soldier!
There is also a secret – a secret between G-d and
myself. Absolutely no-one could, G-d forbid, know:
in my pocket I have two small, but powerful
protection-armor – a small pair of Tefilin and a tiny
Tehilim, G-d forbid if anyone in the Red Army
should find out! And praise G-d, meanwhile I did not
miss a day without Tefilin. Sometimes I put them on
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in the field, in a forest, in an empty wagon, or in the
attic of a deserted house. This winter, when
everything was wrapped in frost and snow, and it was
difficult to find an empty corner – I used to breakaway into one of the high wooden fisher-houses, near
the frozen Volga, which stood deserted and supported
by high beams, strewn with snow – there I would
bury myself in the snow, extract my left hand from
all the layers of clothes, and put on the Tefilin… and
when I was done and started creeping back, I always
had a ready excuse – in case someone will encounter
me as I sneak out. A good excuse was always
necessary. If not, it will be bitter… therefore, when I
would actually finish putting on the Tefilin, I felt so
uplifted, so warm, although my fingers would sting
from frostbite. I felt wonderful! I felt, that I am not
equal to everyone here… I felt, that I was reckoned
with differently, I was given other protectiondevices…
Now standing here at night, I do not feel at all
how the minutes are passing. I would have wanted,
that the night should continue like this, long, very
long. But my glance falls on the left bank of the
Volga. There, far on the horizon, the sky begins to
brighten somewhat. The bright “lamps” have already
ceased to illuminate the air.
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It is still dark here on the earth. Only if you strain
your vision, can you see our position protruding all
around: the wet cannons, the wooden boxes of
rockets, and the lonely plucked beheaded trees…
A German sniper suddenly opened fire,
unleashing a torrent of bullets and it then once again
became silent. It sounds like a sleepy man suddenly
yawning loudly and then once again closing his
mouth. I hear how in the dugout someone is putting
on his boots, shoving his foot in, banging his boots
on the floor so his foot should get in. Instinctively my
hand touches the Tefilin in my pants-pocket. I take a
look toward the horizon, and the words leave my
mouth: “the time of the morning Shema has arrived”.
Soon they will replace me. All the Shkotzim are
still sleeping. I will go into the dugout, wipe my wet
automatic; grope for an empty place, where everyone
is still lying asleep. I will lie down, cover myself with
the wet, soaking coat, and then – I will be able to put
on my Tefilin undisturbed.
Praised is G-d, who deals kindly with me…
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